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Oak Ridge, TN 37830 

FROM: Dr. William G. Pariseau 
RE/SPEC Inc. 
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SUBJECT: Description of the Thermoelastic/Plastic Computer Program TEPCO 
(Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division Subcontract NO, 4269, 
RSI/001000/FY76) . 

I . INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to present a description df the two-

dimensional (plane strain, axial symmetry) thermoplastic/plastic compute? 

program TEPCO utilized by RE/SPEC Inc. in conjunction with an investigation 

of rock mechanics aspects of underground radioactive Waste disposal« The 

program shares many features with other small scale finite element programs. 
UnUsUal features relate to mine-out capability and temperature dependent 

yielding of anisotropic (orthotropic) materials. The program is a Modified 

and extended version of a previously developed basic isothermal code written 

expressly for rock mechanics analyses of surface and underground excavations. 

The basic code has also been modified for elastic/plastic analyses of rock 

mechanics problems involving time dependent material properties. The time 

and temperature dependent formulations are similar in many respects• because 

of this f a c t , much of the contents of this report describing the temperature 

dependent formulation are taken verbatim from a section of A teport describing 

the time dependent programThere ate, of course, essential differences 

between the time and temperature dependent programs. 

*Pariseau, W. G. "Interpretation of Rock Mechanics Data: Single Entry 
System, Sunnyside Mine, Utah", Annual Report, H022007?, USMB/SMkC, June, 1973. 
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

2.1. Introductory Remarks 

Most rocks and soils respond elastically to an initial application of 

load, but eventually undergo permanent deformation and fail. Permanent 

deformation of a material with a well defined yield point is plastic 
deformation. An appropriate mathematical model is the elastic-plastic 

idealization. Numerous mechanisms for permanent deformation of rock exist. 

Artong them are micro-cracking and more generally cataclasis as well as 

dislocation mechanisms. 

Plasticity theory for gravitating geologic media is nonl itiear in even 

the simplest formulations. Analytical solution to problems of interest is 
a practical impossibility and resort to numerical techniques is required. 

Finite element methods are therefore essential to stability analyses of 

underground mine openings. Finite difference approaches are not generally 

competitive with finite element techniques. 

Most small scale finite element programs have much in common. Real 

differences arise in the formulation of element response which in turn depends 

on the stress-strain relations assumed for the material. A clearly 

exhibited analytical statement of the stress strain law is therefore 

essential to proper computer code development. Ohce this statement is 

obtained, the element response can be determined and programming can proceed. 

Attempts to analyze complicated material behavior with finite element programs 

based on simplified material models should be viewed with skepticism. 

The stress-strain relationship (or constitutive equation) is the hedrt 

of the theory. The key to computer code developtJieht is the element response. 

The latter depends on the former/ both are discussed beloW. Tn addition, 

the organization of the program is described, and example problems are 

presented. 

2.2. Plasticity Theory fob Geologic Media 

2.2.1. Governing Equations 

The principal groups of equations describing the quAsi-Static behavior 

of elastic-plastic media are: 

(a) stress equations of equilibrium; 

(b) equations of deformation geometry/ 

(c) stress strain relations (constitutive equations)/ 

(d) yield function. 
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Equilibrium and deformation geometry are independent of the material. 

The yield function is determined by experiment and testing. Strain increments 

zre assumed small, so that the total strain increment is composed of elastic 

and plastic parts. The elastic contribution is computed from Hooke's law; 

the plastic contribution is computed from the yield function taken as a 
r ' 

plastic potential according to Drucker*s stability postulate . Yield 

functions and failure criteria play central roles in plasticity theory. 

TWo general types of yield functions are in common use: (1) those 

influenced by the intermediate principal stress, and (2) those that are not. 

The latter are the well known Mohr-Coulomb (or extended Tresca) type; the 

fortner may be referred to as the extended von Mises type. Mohr-Coulotob 

criteria may be the more appropriate physically, but von Hises types Ate 

Blathematically more tractable. Finite element programs that employ rigorous 

treatment of Mohr-Coulottib yield are unknown to the writer. An attended 

Von kises type of yield condition appropriate to tock is Used in the present 

Wo tk. 

2.2.2. stress Strain Relations 

For material in the elastic domain, the attains e^ Ate related to the 

stress by Hooke's law in InctetientAl fottn 

d e i j m "'ijkidaki (2-1} 

where are the inverse elastic coefficients, subscript notAtiOh and 

summation convention ate in force, in the elastic-plastic dotnain 

1 3K 
d e i j * HiWdokl + ( 2 - 2 ) 

where A is an unknown scalar function and Y is the yield condition. Difficulties 

obviously rise i f Y is hot contlfti&iisly diffetehtiAble. this is the cAse for 

all Mohr-Coulottib yield critetia. such ctlietlA lead to singulAt yield functions, 

in principle, these d i f f i c u l t i e s can be ovetaotte. 

Equation (2-2) must be inverted for flhlte element coding. KAtltf Attempts 

to avoid this task resulted in A number of special treatments of plAiticitu, 

some of which are now known to lead to numerical instabilities. inversion 

of equation (2-2) depends on the nature of the yield function Y. Hie simplest 

case occuts for linear, non-hardening, Isotropic materials With constant ptoperti 
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Inversion for this case and the more complicated hardening oase are described 
by MarcajJ2^ and Zienkiewicz ^ . 

in the present work, the yield function is one proposed originally by 
(4) Parlsea u cLTid. the <3tilsotropic (orthotropic) gcologlc friEciici: 

? 9 o 
Y = {F(O -CT j + G(O -0 ) + H(O - a ) yy zz zz xx xx yi/ 

+ LO2
 + M 2

 + } ( n / 2 ) 
yz zx xy 

+ (uo + Vo + rn ) - 1 (2-3) xx yy zz 

where x,y,z are the principal axes of anisotropy and n = 1 or n = 2 in the 
present computer program. Other values of n are possible, of course. 

In several recent reports^^ , the yield function (2-3) is erroneously 
attributed to Hill^ . Hill's formulation is intended for metal plasticity 
problems and therefore includes only deviatoric stresses. However, geologic 
media are characterized by confining pressure dependency» Anisotropic 
geologic media therefore require the appearance of the direct stresses in the 
yield condition. Inclusion of the direct stresses leads to a considerable 
increase in mathematical complexity^. Addition of the last three stress 
terms in equation (2-3) is by no means trivial. 

The nine plastic moduli (F,G,H,L,M,N,U,V,W,) Are expressable in terms 
of the more familiar Uhconfined tensile, compressive and shear atrel&ths obtained 
by routine testing. Equation (2-3) reduces to the isotropic case fOt vanishing 
anisotropy and contains Hill's criteria for anisotropic metals as a special 
case. 

If the plastic moduli are temperature dependent, then F - F(T), G = G(T), 
P P 

etc. I f the material is also hardening, then F = F ( T , e , etc. where e^ 

are the plastic components of strain. other factors such as temperature and 

moisture content may also influence yields More generally, i f the plastic 

moduli are denoted as tt. . and the N parameters of interest as ft (n * 1,2>—-H) , P 1 3 n 
then a. = a (B /e J . i j i j n kl 

* The sign convention for the linear terms in stress depends on the algebraic 
Sign designation for tension. 
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For plastically dmforming elements dY - 0, thu» 

P P 0 « CbY/^a. ,)da.. + (dY/Za. .) Cda. ,)deir9 xj xj xj i j ki. JtX 

+ (%Y/3a. .) (da. ,/3B ;d0 
IJ xj n n (2-4) 

The required Inversion of equation (2-2) is accomplished by using 
equations (2-3) and (2-4) in equation (2-2); A is eliminated in the process. 
The result ist 

H i j k l 
tf^k,)(dY/dO )H.. mkl mh pq xj pff 

* { d G i j - °kz <*»lJjkt/dB»}< 

H, (ZY/Zo,.) (dY/dcx) f9a /3B 
IJ*1 II VQ PC n n (2-5-A) 

where 

D - f*r/toki, H.JKL (ZY/3a.y 

(dY/dct ) (Zct^/ZekSL) (ZY/dokl) (2-5-A) 

and dependency on stress and 0 of the elastic coefficients HAS been i n t r o d u c e d . n 
This formulation is an extension of the Work of Uibbitt and Harcal in tfetal 

plasticx ty . 

With & = T (temperature) dfld All other 0 « 0, equation (2-5) in IMttix 

form is 

{Ao} - r O ] - [>*>]) r(Ae}-{F})-{*-'} (2-6) 

Where { } denote 6x1 column matrices And [j are 6x6 square mtricos. Terms 

of equatiotut (2-5-A) atid (2-6) correspond bo the order in which they are written. 

The prim is used to signify temperature differentiation, i f the elastic and 

plastic BKiduli do not vary with tetperature, then the last two terms of 

equation (2-6) vahish. 
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2.2.3. Element Response 

EletTkjnt response can be developed from the virtual work Identity''' and 

equetion (2-6). The virtual work identity for continuous fields is 

(7) 

S.u.dA + S ,u.dV 
2 2 2 2 

£. ,£. .dv 
i j ij (2-7) 

V 

where the surface A bounds the volume V; S. are surface tractions/ u. are 1 2 
displacements; X^ are body force components pet U/lit volume; Z are the 
components of equilibrium stress, and t^j are the strain components derived 

from the u.. 
2 13) Introducing the ttkttrix notation of ZienkieWicz , wr nation (2-7) in 

incremental form is 

{AF } + {AF } + {AFj = n g o [B] {Aa}dv (2-8) 

wheret 

{F } n {s}dA nodal forces prescribed on A 

{F } 
g 

(x)dv = nodal forces due to gravity 

-[ [plT {<J }dV 
}V 

nodal forces due to initial stress 

i j i j i j 
- equilibrium stress 

e , . + e, . 
i j i j 

» strains derived from displacemnts 

nodal diapla&HOafttB to eiettsnt sttalh 
transforation 

{u} « M { u j n nodal dlafrlaceUtent to element displacement 
transformation 
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{u } = matrix of nodal displacements n 

A = increment 

[ ]T = transpose 

o . . , , . 
O = initial stress 

i j 

o . . e. . = initial strain i j 

and 0 , . is stress associated with e. Figure 1 illustrates the stress strain 
1 j i j 

relations. Substitution of equation (2-6) into (2-8) results in: 

} + {LF }+{AF } + = Qc]{AU } (2-9) n g O e Y E J n 

where 

T : = 1 1 si = CSJ ''to ~ MJ = nodal forces due to 
'V initial strain 

[fl] ( [E] - [jEP] ){E'}dV =r nodal force due to 
change in elastic 
coefficients 

{AF } = {Y'\dV m nodal force due to 
'V change in plastic 

coefficients 

M = H^H ~LEP2) LsJdV » element s t i f f n e s s 
W matrix 
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Figure 1. Stress Strain Relations 
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2.3. Procjretm Organization 

2.3.1. Basic Elements and Capabilities of the Program 

The program is currently capable of handling two dimensional (plane 

strain, axial symmetry) problems involving temperature dependent, anisotropic, 

non-hardening, gravitating elastic-plastic materials that may be initially 

stressed. Arbitrary sequences of cuts and fills simulating mining operations 

are possible. Linear and nonlinear extended von Mises yield conditions for 

anistropic geologic materials are available. Nonlinearities in material 

properties can be approximated. 

The program consists of a mainline and eight subroutines. Mainline 
logic acts as an executive routine calling subroutines for specialized tasks 
and performing other necessary calculations» Figure 2 illustrates the 
thought flow. The subroutine names are ELSTIF, ASSEM, SOLVE, WRITER, ELYELD, 
AXES, TMODUL, and TFORCE. The names suggest their purpose» ELSTIF formulates 
element stiffness matrices. ASSEM adds and subtracts element stiffness from 
the master stiffness matrix. SOLVE is the equation solver. WRITER prints 
the results of the analysis. ELYELD locates the intersection of load paths 
with the current yield surface. AXES accounts for boundary conditions 
specified in local rather than global coordinates. TMODUL reads data and 
calculates moduli as functions of temperature. TFORCE calculates temperature 
dependent loads. The program is similar in some Ways to one written by 

/ O) 
Dahl , but d i f f e r s considerably in the ELSTIF subroutine logic, in the 
temperature dependent capability, in handling transition elements, and in 
local coordinate boundary specifications. 
2.3.2. Element Stiffness Matrix 

The ELSTIF subroutine forms three important matrices; i.e., the material 
property matrices [js] and j^p] , the matrix [B] and the element s t i f f n e s s 

matrix [sj . The latter need not always be formed. 

2.3.3. Master Stiffness Matrix 

Assembly of element stiffness matrices into the master stiffness is 
performed in the subroutine ASSEM. A call of ASSEM may also result in 
removal of an element stiffness matrix from the master stiffness matrix. 
This occurs during updating of the master stiffness matrix. Only elements 
in the plastic domain require updating. 



START 

Figure 2. Program Thought Flow 
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^CONTINUE 

INITIALIZE FOR ELASTIC-PLASTIC PROBLEM 

SOLVE FOR INCREMENTAL DISPLACEMENTS 

CALCULATE STRAINS 

TEST FOR FAILURE 

UPDATE ELEMENT STIFFNESS 
FOR FAILED ELEMENTS 

Figure 2, Cont'd. Program Thought Flow 
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2.3*4. Equation Solver 

The Assembled system of equations has the form { f } •= Where 

{F} and {J/} are the nodal point forces and displacement/ Qf] is the master 

s t i f f n e s s matrix. Gauss-seidel line iteration is used to solve the ttyst&n 

for the unknown displacements. Iterative methods are preferred over direct 

methods for solving large sparse systems of equations. They tend to be 

self-corrective in contrast to direct methods^^^. If a nodal point 

displacement component is prescribed, the corresponding row equation is 

simply skipped during the iteration. No manipulation of the master 

s t i f f n e s s matrix is required* This approach gives great flexibility 

in the prescription of boundary conditions. For example, maximum displace-

ments as well as displacements can be specified. 

The differential, nonlinear form of the stress-strain law indicates 

that final loads should be applied in increments. Iteration then occurs 

within each load step. Iteration, that is a call of the solver subroutine, 

can also be done between load stops. This procedure haa several forms, 

the basic aim is to reduce the difference between the applied loads and 

deformation forces before preceding to the next load step, and thus to 

reduce possible error- accumulation, i f the residuals are used as a close-

ness of solution measure rather than displacements, then the procedure is 

of l i t t l e value. Residuals are used in the SOLVE subroutine, and calls of 

SOLVE between load steps ate not toade. 

A procedure that is sometimes helpful in reducing cumulative error 

consists of computing the difference (Pi between applied forces {F} «ND 
internal forces {sK at the end of the nch load step and adding the n — 
difference to the n+1 load increment {AF} before calling the solve n+i 
subroutine. Physically this procedure Uses hodAl force imbalance as a 

force in its own right to t±>ve nodal points closer to equilibrium positions. 

Mathematically i t amounts to replacing load increment ^ W f l + j * ^ 

where {sK = [ [bI2, {tf} dV. The subscript ti dertbfced quantities at the Olid n >v n 

of the nth load increment. The procedure is reminiscent of tha Nawton-

Raphson techniqueapplied incrementally for ohm cycle. BtftSBMM 

M are computed from displacements and do not include initial strastms. 

If initial stresses are present/ as in the analysis of uMergtOiihA 

Openings, the procedure requires modification. 
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Plasticity problems are highly nonlinear and consequently so is the 

resulting system of algebraic equations. Error is inevitable and always 

unknown unless a closed form solution is available, None are known to 
the writer, although some rigid-plastic (in contrast to elastic-plastic) 

stress distributions are available. The only real way of controlling 

error is by reducing the size of the load step. The incremental natute 
of the process then more closely approximates the differential nature of 

the stress-strain relations. Ten load steps appear adequate for most 

problems. I f a very large plastic zone develops, as many as 20 load steps 

may be desirable. 

2.3.5. Transition Elements 

. Elements that undergo transition from the elastic to the elastic-

plastic domain during an increment of load require special treatment. 

Since all quantities remain constant during a load step, transition 

elements have stress points that move beyond the yield surface along an 

elastic load line as illustrated in Figure 3* In fact, only a fraction 

of the load line should be traversed elastic&lly* The portion of the 

load applied after the stress point contacts the yield surface should 

cause elastic-plastic deformation. If the load pAth fraction is knoWn, 

the stresses can be calculated correctly. 

During the load step 

{Ao}=[E]{Ae}, 
(2-10) 

Y({o WfHAo})«0. o 

Equation (2-10) is a quadratic that can be solved for load fraction f . 

The subroutine ELYELD calculates 5. The correct stress is then 

{ A c } * ( f [ E ] + (1-f)( t > ] - )){Ac) 

An alternative Method that Appeats to work satisfactorily is tO estittiAte 

f by substituting (l/n){cs} for {o^+ftAo}, so that Y((l/n){0}) - 1 which cAn 

be solved for n. The stress at the yield surface is { ( j } / n , and the increment 

of stress that occurs thereafter to completion of the loAd step 18 

{Aa} = ([e] - [£p]; {AeP} with {AeP} » (1- ~ ){e}» If initial strains or strains 

corresponding to initial stresses are present, these OtUst be Added to {e}. 
Considerable error may result otherwise. 
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Figure 3. Transition Eletfeht Stress Changes 
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Elements are free to unload and return to the elastic domain fro to the 

elastic-plastic domain. All elements are tested for yield, and the s t i f f -

ness matrices of all ttansition elements are updated after each step. 

2.3.6. Boundary Conditions in Local Coordinates 

The subroutine AXES transforms the master s t i f f n e s s matrix, forces, 

and displacements to nodal point or local coordinates and back to global 
coordinates as required before entering and after exiting the solve subroutine. 

The transformation is a simple rotation. If local coordinates are the printed 

system and global the unprimed system and a is the angle between them, then 

cos (a^) sin(ct^) 

- a l f t f t t J cos f a . ) i J. 

Expression of the forces and displacements at the ith node in local coordinates 

requires pre-tftul ti pi i c& ti on of the ith 2x2 row and poB t-mul ti plication of the 

ith 2X2 column of the master s t i f f n e s s mattir by [JL] and [A'1], respectively. 

These operations are performed by stlbtoutine AXES. 

2.3.7. Temperature Dependent Moduli 

The subroutine TftODUL calculates present values of all material ptopertieS 
from specified functions of tempetature. Derivatives of material properties 
with respect to temperature are also calculated in TMODUL. Let the tettpMtilta 
dependent material properties be a ^ ^ a ^ j ( T ) . As material properties, ttm 
functions ot are assumed known from experiment Atid to be adequately represented 
by poiyhomials in the form: 

o n k a rr)-a, >1 a.T (n is some convenient number) 
XJ xJ * 

where . is the value of a, . at the reference temperature f , a/id t ia the i j i j o 
temperature change from the tefetnhce teopetattite. In pttcblcAi tatm, 

is the value of a ^ j just before mining Ahd I i s the temperature chAnf 
since mining. The pteminih^ state ia the reference atAte. Tonpcrature 
dependent ptopettiea fault in temperature dependent deformations. 
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3. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

3.1. General Problem Definition 

two example problem involving a heated hollow cylinder are presented 

in abbreviated graphical form. These examples ate Almost tr i v i A l finite 

eletoaht calculations, but have been made for comparison purposes with 
available analytical solutions. The two problems are: (1) the hollow 

cylinder differentially heated Under plane strain conditions, and (2) the 

hollow cylinder heated uniformly to plastic failure, also under plane atrAin 

conditions. Agreement between the finite-element and analytical results 

is excellent. Additional details And ot>re complicated example problem 

illustrating TEPCO code capability and uaeage nay be found in the sujtanary 

Progress Report RSI-0005 "Analysis and Evaluation of the Rock Mechanics 

Aspects of the Proposed Salt Mine tteposltory* of September 1973 

3.2. Thermeiaatic tiollow cylinder Problem 

Consider a hollow steel cylinder tJutt la subjected to a steady 
differential temperature of 500°t between the inner and outer WAila, with 
the maximum (constant) surf Ace temperature applied At the outer wall. The 
de for nation parallel to the axis of the cylinder is restricted to sett), 
I.e. a prescribed condition of plane attain, the cylinder is free of Any 
surface tractions on body forces, The elastic gtreas and dlsplAcemnt 
fields ate strictly induced by the steady differential tempetAtute distribution 
actosM the WALL of the hollow cylinder, the temperature distribution in the 
cylinder wall- AS cAleUlAted by the computer code TkANCO ( 1 2 ) , and the 
corresponding thensoelaatic stress distributions* AS calculated by the 
computer code TEPCO, Are presented in Figures 4 And 5, respectively. in 
both instances, the comparison between the ANAlyticAl and finite-elemnt 
results is excellent. 

1.3. thermelastic/Plastic Hollow cylinder Problem 

consider A hollow cylinder that is uniformly heated to a temperature 
of 56<fr. the deformation parallel to the stls of the cylinder is restricted 
to aero, i.e. A condition of plAhe strAih. the cylinder is free of gny 
surf Met- tractions ot body forces. A* A conAefuence of the uniform tempetsture 
increase, the Wall of the cylinder becom* uniformly plastic At a teitperAture 
of 308°f. The comparison between the theoreticAl And finite-element stress 
distributions at a uniform temperature of illustrated in Flyure 6, 
is exceptionally good. 
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DiMEftSlONLESS CYLINDER RADIUS (r/a) 

Fixate 4. Coupatiaon of the finlte-eiomnt and analytical solutions 
fot the steady, radial teufrntatute distribution in a 
differentially-heated hoilcm cylinder (as used fot the 
problem illustrated in riyuta i ) . 



tigutm 5. ?hetmo»iA*tlc an&lyH* of * <Htf&tehtlAily-
heAttoi hollok cylinder,- oufr tampet-gtute 
is 500 f hiehet btiAh ihJiet Mil. 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
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a = 6.5 x 10 F 
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0.5 
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JL t 

20.. I 
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Figure 6. fheriitoelastlc/plastic analysis of a hollow cylinder 
uniformly heated to 500 Ft Zero attain in the z-
direction with yielding first occurring at 308 r. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

A description of the computer program TEPCO, written by the author of 

this report and utilized by RE/SPEC inc. for therntjelastic/plastic analyses 

of rock mechanics problems associated with the proposed ss2t mine repository 

concept, Ms been presented. Copies of the program reside with RE/SPEC Inc. 

in Rapid City, SD and with the author in Salt Lake City, UT. Its usage 

is familiar to a number of RE/SPEC Inc. personnel. The capability that TEFCO 

represents is therefore present at both locations. This redundancy assures 

availability of TEPCO for future analysis as may be desired. 
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